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The Maydays Student &
Performers Handbook
Introduction
**First of all, a warm welcome** to the student and
performer community of The Maydays.
During your time studying or performing with us,
there are lots of ways to get involved and meet
people outside of your class, course or team, and
we want everyone to be welcome to the party,
from total beginners to seasoned professionals.
**This handbook will tell you all you need to know
about our in-real-life classes and events.**
It has lots of practical information about the classes
and some important information about our code of
conduct and communications procedure.
We hope that by giving you all of this you’ll feel
confident to go off and have the maximum fun
improvising with us.

Improv Classes with The
Maydays
The Maydays in-real-life classes and our online
offerings are run solely by the Maydays and are
staffed by The Maydays/Maydays associates only.
We've been running improv drop-ins and courses
for over 18 years now! And after the pandemic,
we're loving being back in the room playing with
you. But we have relished the opportunity to
connect and play with new and old international
friends and so will continue offering online improv
for the foreseeable future :)
This document is a briefing before you take a class
and a reference later on. Our Code of Conduct is
detailed briefly at the end of this handbook, but you
can follow the link for the full CoC.
If there is information that you feel to be missing,
unclear
or
incorrect,
please
email
mayday@themaydays.co.uk.

Class Briefing
Some brief notes on our classes…
Types and Levels
Types: We currently offer drop-ins, retreats,
intensives, courses, sample classes.
Drop-ins: regular 'IRL' one-off classes, 2 hours open to all - weekly on Thursdays 7-9pm and
our IRL musical drop-in on the first Sunday of
the month 11am-1pm, central Brighton. Our very
popular ONLINE Musical drop-in runs weekly
on Sundays 6-8pm UK Time.
Courses: 4, 6, 8, 12-week long courses on a
host of different topics, ranging in level from
beginner to refresher and advanced
Electives: Specialised one-off classes, 2.5 hours
on a specific topic, taught by both Maydays, as
well as external teachers ranging from open to
experienced level
Sample classes: short taster classes for 0
pounds to get acquainted with a course you
might want to take and see if it's for you.

Class Briefing
Levels
All of our classes fall into one of three levels:
Beginner, Refresher or Advanced.
These will be stated in the blurb for your course
and are symbolised by life rings on the class image.
One for beginner, 2 for refresher and 3 for
advanced.
Whatever the level of ability required, all of our
classes are safe, supportive environments led by our
experienced teachers.
Please email us at maydays@themaydays.co.uk if
you are unsure whether a class is suitable for you.
Please check that you've signed up to the right
level, so that we can give you and your classmates
the best opportunity to learn and have fun. If your
teacher thinks you may not have the experience
needed for the class you're in, we may have to ask
you to leave that class until the right level is
available for you.

Class Briefing
Levels continued...
Beginner
A class for anyone, regardless of their improv
experience. Although more experienced players are
of course welcome, the content does not require
any prior improv knowledge.
Refresher
We’ve all been out of in-real-life classes for a while,
so if you’re wanting to stretch your wings IRL then
these classes will be opportunities to add tools to
your growing toolbox. Normally these classes will
expect players to be confident playing scenes.
These classes will provide practical and specific
new skills.
Advanced
This is our highest level of class. These classes are
recommended for improvisers who are regularly
rehearsing and performing with a team or were
regularly performing before the pandemic in 2020.

In Class
Timing and breaks
We always try to keep to our time, so please be
five minutes early to help us do that. There will be a
midway break during our 2.5-hour classes. During
our shorter sessions, there may be a break at the
teacher's discretion and of course, you are always
welcome to step out for a break if required.
Covid restrictions have eased as you will know, so
facemasks are not mandatory on entry/exit of the
class or when accessing the bathroom facilities in
the building as before. If you would like to wear a
facemask at any time with us, you are welcome to
do so.
Attendance
We understand that sometimes you might have to
miss a class during your course. If this is the case,
please let your teacher know. If you miss classes
consistently (and this includes attending classes but
not participating), your teacher may judge that it is
not possible to continue with the course or a follow
on section. Please see the refund policy below.

In Class
Class size
Our class sizes are always stated in the course
blurb and are currently capped at 12 people per
class. As soon as it’s safe to increase class capacity
to pre-pandemic times of 16, we will do so and this
will be stated in the course information. Class sizes
will not increase during a course.

Outside Class
Performances
You may be offered the opportunity for a class
showing at the end of your course. These are not
obligatory and depend on the nature of the course.
Your teacher will discuss them with you.
Brighton Improv Community
You are encouraged to join the Maydays Hey,
Brighton Improv Community, whatcha doin tonight?!
Facebook group to keep up with all of our events
and classes. This is the link, do join, they’re a friendly
bunch!
Post-class time
People often like to hang out after class and have a
drink and a chat in a local pub or the like. Your
teacher may join you, but this is not assumed. This
time hanging out cannot, therefore, be covered by
the Code of Conduct.

Outside Class
Podcast/Radio
Hang Out with The Maydays! The team open their
hearts and take to the airwaves with a show where
they… just… hang out and enjoy the company of
their friends. And they would like to invite you to
join them in sharing anecdotes, laughing at their
foibles and enjoying their play. Listen here or on
your podcast provider.
Dead British is the improvised history show where
improvisers play a long-since departed character
from British history. The twist? The improviser has
no idea who they’ll be playing until they’re
introduced on stage. Listen here
Social Media
Keep up to date with all our improv funsies on
Instagram, Facebook and Twitter @maydaysimprov
Monthly Newsletter
If you'd like to be updated about upcoming shows,
courses and other initiatives by The Maydays, you
can subscribe to our newsletter here.

Finance and Feedback
Financial Difficulty
If you would like to take or continue a class but are
unable to do so for financial reasons, we can be
flexible with payment plans - please get in touch
with mayday@themaydays.co.uk.
We also offer scholarships for our retreats and
Intensives - you can apply for the Jason Chin
Improv Scholarship, or contact the Black Improv
Alliance who run an amazing initiative to get 100
more Black people into improv by July 2021 and
whom we are very proud to be partnering with.
Refunds
If your drop-in class is cancelled, you will either
receive a full refund (inc fees) or be transferred to
an equivalent class. This can be arranged via
mayday@themaydays.co.uk. However, if you miss
your class, we are unable to offer refunds. You can
however transfer your place or pass your place onto
a friend by emailing their name and email address at
least 48 hours before the start of class.
Feedback
This is always welcome, either through the forms
you will be sent at the end of your course, direct via
email or our anonymous feedback form.

Code of Conduct
All classes, shows and other events with The
Maydays are covered by our Code of Conduct.
The full text is available here and is maybe more
detailed than you will need, but please read the
following introduction and summary before taking
your first class.
Introduction
It is the policy of The Maydays to maintain a
working, performing and learning environment free
from sexual, racial, age-based, religious, ethnic,
disability, sexual orientation, gender identity and/or
expression, and any other form of forbidden
harassment of any personnel, intern, performer or
student.
Such harassment in any manner or form is expressly
prohibited.
It is also the policy of the company that no
individual be subjected to any unwelcome conduct
that is or should be known to be offensive because
of his/her/their gender, race, age, religion, ethnicity,
disability; sexual orientation, gender identity and/or
expression, or other categories.

Code of Conduct...
The Maydays recognise that it is not typical of all
workplaces. The work that we do can address the
extremes of human behaviour and the atmosphere
of The Maydays community is social as well as
professional.
It is not the intention of The Maydays to mimic an
office environment.
While this may require a more nuanced reading of
social cues than the more clearly defined office
environment, it is the hope of The Maydays that
with a combination of communication, common
sense, respect, and empathy, the community can
create an environment that balances safety and
expression without compromising either.
The Maydays have an external Code of Conduct
Monitor, Anna Stafford a.stratford@sussex.ac.uk.
Anna works in mental health, social work education,
as a therapist and for the judiciary. She is available
for independent discussion and consultation about
the work of The Maydays.

Our Company
The Maydays
We are a performance company established in
Brighton in 2004 by John Cremer. Moving from
shortform to longform after training in Chicago, the
company has expanded to include members in
London and other cities and has performed at
improv festivals across Europe and North America.
We have residences at the Komedia Brighton and
Hoopla in London Bridge and run two improvisation
retreats every year (pre-pandemic and this will
come back as restrictions ease).
Our shows include ‘Happily Never After’
'Confessions' and ‘Tonight’s Top Story'.
The Maydays is a limited company, run by its a
board of directors. Contact details:
mayday@themaydays.co.uk
www.themaydays.co.uk
@maydaysimprov
And while you wait to join us on the improv train,
you can catch one of our 5-star Happily Never
After performances here.
Stay safe and well you creative cats, can’t wait to
meet and play soon!

